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In developing his theory and practice of epic theater in the late 1920s, the German playwright and director Bertolt Brecht sought to transform the theater from a Banraum (spellbound zone) into an Ausstellungsraum (exhibition space).1 At the same time, the Russian artist El Lissitzky, in designing his galleries for contemporary art—Raum für konstruktive Kunst (1926) in Dresden (fig. 1) and Kabinett der Abstrakten (1927–28) in Hannover (fig. 2)—sought to transform the space of exhibition into that of the theater: “The space [Raum] must be a … stage … on which the pictures appear as … actors in a drama (or comedy).”2 Playwright and artist were each attempting the transformation of his respective realm of artistic production by invoking that of the other: theater as exhibition, exhibition as theater. This striking chiasmus exemplifies, in the very form of its articulation, a broad tendency of the 1920s—what one might call its culture of inversion—such as that which Walter Benjamin saw at work in Franz Hessel’s redescription of the street as the true “dwelling” of modernity or in Sigfried Giedion, Erich Mendelsohn, and Le Corbusier’s conversion of “human habitations into the transitional spaces of every imaginable force and wave of light and air.”3

A certain triangulation of desire drove the enterprises of both Brecht and Lissitzky. Rejecting his theatrical inheritance (Aristotelian catharsis, Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk [total artwork]), Brecht strove for what he imagined to be the bright, noisy interactivity of the exhibition. Lissitzky, endeavoring to escape both the museum-as-mausoleum and the bourgeois realm of so-called private consumption (“It should not imitate a living room”),4 sought the bright, noisy interactivity of the theater. Each desired what he imagined the other had. What makes this chiasmic inversion so significant, however, is that both Brecht and Lissitzky had as his primary objective more or less the same thing—the activation of the viewer—and that each assumed that his newly refunctioned art would produce such activation.5 In Brecht’s case, the traditional relationship between stage and audience, text and performance, director and actor, was to be transformed by means of what Benjamin called a montage-like device of “interruption”; in Lissitzky’s, the traditional relationship between work of art and the wall on which it is hung—and, thus, the relationship between work and visitor—was to be transformed chiefly through the invention of devices that solicit, as we shall see, not only the
latter’s active participation but also, and most especially, his or her sensory disorientation.5

The present essay seeks to unpack Lissitzky’s Demonstrationräume (demonstration spaces)—his collective term for the Dresden Raum and the Hannover Kabinett—as the instantiation of a theory of exhibition built on two inextricably intertwined ambitions: the differentiation of the exhibited object and the activation of its viewer. With the exception of an essay by Kai-Uwe Hemken,7 the literature on these spaces has focused overwhelmingly on the Hannover gallery to the neglect of the Dresden precedent on which it was based. To a certain extent, this imbalance may be attributed to the fact that the Kabinett der Abstrakten was installed as a permanent exhibition space within an existing museum, the Provinzialmuseum Hannover. The Kabinett was visited by numerous cultural luminaries over the years (including Albert Barnes, Alfred Barr, Katherine Dreier, Giedion, Philip Johnson, Jan Tschichold, and Dziga Vertov) until its destruction by the National Socialists in 1937 and the degradation of its contents in the Entartete Kunst (Degenerate art) exhibition held in Munich later that year (fig. 3).8 Unlike the Kabinett, the Raum für konstruktive Kunst was constructed specifically for a temporary summer exhibition—Dresden’s Internationale Kunstaustellung of 1926—and thus was in existence just a few short months.

There are also historiographical reasons for the disparity in the literature. In his The Way Beyond “Art” (1947), Alexander Dorner, the director of the Provinzialmuseum from 1923 to 1937, fails to mention the existence of the Raum für konstruktive Kunst, even though it was on the basis of his visit to Dresden that he commissioned the Kabinett der Abstrakten in fall 1926. The captions to the illustrations in his book backdate the Hannover space to 1925, further obscuring the fact that it was essentially a reprise of the Dresden design.9 Although patron and artist shared certain fundamental principles, such as the necessity of activating the museum visitor, Dorner’s later description of the Hannover Kabinett as a “collaboration” between himself and Lissitzky is problematic. In his biography of Dorner, however, Samuel Cauman merely reiterates his subject’s claim to collaboration.10 Unfortunately, due to the absence until recently of other historical studies, Dorner’s and Cauman’s mid-twentieth-century texts have influenced almost all subsequent commentators. The occlusion of the Dresden Raum and the subsequent “Dornerization” of Lissitzky’s demonstration spaces reached a peak in the late 1960s, with the eulogies to Dorner that accompanied the reconstruction of the Hannover Kabinett in 196811—much to the irritation of Sir Nikolaus Pevsner.

In a letter published in Art Journal in 1971, Pevsner complained, “Time and again I find that Lissitzky’s… Room at Hannover is mentioned… without a word about the… Room in the Dresden International Exhibition of 1926…. [But] what was done in Hannover in 1927 was exactly what had been done in Dresden in 1926. I need not add that I remember the Lissitzky room of 1926 very vividly.”12 Today Pevsner is most remembered as the
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Saxony-born architectural historian who, after the National Socialist seizure of Germany in January 1933, emigrated to England where over the course of the next fifty years he made a major contribution to the study of both the European modern movement and the older English architecture. At the time of the Dresden exhibition, however, he had just recently completed a dissertation on baroque architecture at the Universität Leipzig and was employed in his first job, as assistant keeper of Dresden’s Gemäldegalerie. In this capacity, he served as assistant to Hans Posse, a scholar of Italian baroque painting and long-time director of the Gemäldegalerie. With the architect Heinrich Tessenow, then a professor at the Akademie der Künste in Dresden, Posse curated the Dresden exhibition of 1926. As Posse’s right-hand man, the young Pevsner had a front-row seat to the exhibition committee’s negotiations with Lissitzky. Although to my knowledge he did not write about Lissitzky following his emigration to England, Pevsner published one of the first (but rarely cited) reviews of the Raum in the Dresdner Anzeiger in July 1926.13

Two detailed studies of Dorner’s museology—one published by Monika Flacke-Knoch in 1985, the other by Joan Ockman in 1997—rectified numerous errors in the historical record.14 But insofar as Dorner was their major focus, the Dresden space was marginal in both discussions. One of the objectives of the present essay is to set forth an account of the Dresden Raum, drawing in part on archival documents published to date, but more particularly offering a range of new speculative readings and contextualizations. I track the circumstances surrounding the Dresden commission, reconstruct Lissitzky’s interpretation of that commission, and detail the specific characteristics and significance of his design solution. In so doing, my concern is not to insist on the “originality” of the earlier space due to its temporal priority but rather to open for consideration a matrix of issues not previously broached with regard to the Dresden Raum that I believe were fundamental to Lissitzky’s generation of its design and thus to the design of the Hannover Kabinett.

This essay also questions the most problematic aspect of the Dornerization of the Demonstrationsräume, namely, the interpretation of the Hannover Kabinett within the terms of a museological model that Dorner developed while reorganizing the Provinzialmuseum’s galleries in the early to mid-1920s. Dorner’s model was the so-called Stimmungsraum (atmosphere, or mood, room), the task of which was to establish a synaesthetic correspondence between works of art and the context of their exhibition.15 Dorner’s interpretation of the Hannover Kabinett as a Stimmungsraum seems to have gained widespread acceptance in the literature—with some serious consequences, in my view, such as a tendency to read the demonstration space as a kind of Gesamtkunstwerk. While we are greatly indebted to Dorner for his perspicacity in having envisaged and facilitated a permanent home for Lissitzky’s demonstration space and thereby contributed to its preservation, his eventual claim to partial authorship of the Hannover Kabinett—through his insistence on the collaborative nature of its undertaking and his suppression of its
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Dresden precedent—has served to insulate his particular interpretation of that space from the kind of challenges that any other interpretation would necessarily accrue.

One such challenge arose when the Russian filmmaker Dziga Vertov visited the Kabinett der Abstrakten in summer 1929. “I saw your room in the Hannover museum,” Vertov wrote to his friend and colleague Lissitzky on 7 June 1929. “I sat there for a long time, looked around, groped [Dolgo tam sidel, osmatrival i osbchupival].” Vertov was traveling in Germany at the time, having just overseen the installation of Lissitzky’s design for the Soviet pavilion at the Internationale Ausstellung des Deutschen Werkbunds: Film und Foto, held in Stuttgart in 1929. Included in the Soviet pavilion were a number of enlarged stills selected by the German art dealer Sophie Küppers—Lissitzky’s future wife—from Vertov’s Chelovek s kinoapparatom (1929; Man with a movie camera) and other films. The filmmaker, who was in Küppers’s hometown of Hannover to present two lectures on his concept of the kinoglaz (cinema eye), took time out to see Lissitzky’s Kabinett.

As is well known, Vertov was no stranger to innovative exhibition formats: during his lectures in Hannover, for example, he projected excerpts from his documentary films directly onto the ceiling of the auditorium in which he spoke. But his choice of the word osbchupival (groped)—a dense and difficult word, the very sound of which, in English as in Russian, seems to resemble the impeded kind of action it describes—is, nevertheless, extremely provocative. In fact, I would argue that Vertov’s epigrammatic commentary gets to the heart of Lissitzky’s enterprise not only in the Hannover Kabinett but also in the Dresden Raum, an enterprise hitherto largely occluded by the widespread dissemination and repetition of Dorner’s forceful interpretation. Through a reading of the surviving photographic documentation of Lissitzky’s demonstration spaces and his accompanying text “2 Demonstrationsräume” (circa 1926), and also by elaborating on Vertov’s letter of 1929, I seek to define both the precise nature of Lissitzky’s work in Dresden and Hannover, and its broader significance as an intervention within a nexus of Soviet and Weimar cultural discourses.

The Dresden Commission

Lissitzky’s Raum für konstruktive Kunst was one of fifty-six galleries newly constructed within the existing Städtischer Ausstellungs-Palast in Dresden to house the Internationale Kunstausstellung in summer 1926. Curated by Posse and Tessenow, the exhibition included works by modern and contemporary artists from sixteen European nations, the Soviet Union, the United States, and Japan. This massive survey of modern and contemporary art was conceived as a complement to an even larger undertaking by the city of Dresden—the Jubiläums-Gartenbau-Ausstellung, which was organized in association with the centenary of the city’s society for the art of gardens and botany. As indicated in the Gesamt-Entwurf (Overall design; fig. 4) by the Berlin landscape architect Gustav Allinger, who oversaw its design and construction, this
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Plan and key for the Jubiläums-Gartenbau-Ausstellung
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ERLÄUTERUNGEN:

ABSCHNITT I
5 Wissenschaftliche Abteilung im Freien. Prof. Dr. Tobier, Dresden.
8 Städtischer Ausstellungs-Palast, Internationale Kunstausstellung, Gärtnersische Sonderausstellungen, Haupt-Restaurant.
10 Verwaltungsgebäude.

ABSCHNITT II

ABSCHNITT III
21 Bienengarten des Landesverbandes Sächsischer Bienenzüchtervereine, Dresden.
22 Formost-Garten der Firma P. Hauber. Entwurf: Gartenbau-Gestaltung, P. Hauber, Dresden.
23 Gewächshaus-Abteilung.
24 Gelände für Industrie, Regenlager, Bodenfragen.

ABSCHNITT IV
33 Café-Restaurant und Pavillons am Rosengarten. Entwurf: Prof. Dr. Teschow, Dresden.
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grand national horticultural exposition transformed the entire area surrounding the Städtischer Ausstellungs-Palast, including the adjacent Botanischer Garten and the vast Grosser Garten.

Together, the Internationale Kunstausstellung and Jubiläums-Gartenbau-Ausstellung constituted the fifth in a series of annual exhibitions held by the city of Dresden in the aftermath of World War I. Earlier exhibitions had been devoted to glass, porcelain, and ceramics (1922), sports and games (1923), textiles (1924), and apartment and housing estates (1925). Underlying all was a shared objective: the regeneration of the former capital of Saxony’s industry, economy, trade, and culture.19 The ostensible purpose of the Internationale Kunstausstellung was rather different, however. In a long essay published in Der Cicerone and sanctioned by Posse, the art critic Will Grohmann argued that the exhibition presented a picture of a Europe united and still triumphant over the rest of the world in the cultural, if no longer the material and spiritual, arenas.20 But in the only study of Lissitzky’s Raum published to date, Hemken argues that Posse’s overall claim to the presentation of a united Europe was undermined by the fact that the exhibition was arranged almost exclusively by nation (rather than, for instance, by medium, style, period, genre, or subject matter), thus provoking what Hemken calls a “contest between nations” rather than a genuine demonstration of European unity. Furthermore, almost half the exhibition’s galleries, including its concluding suite, were reserved for German, and specifically Dresden, artists.21 Despite Grohmann’s recitation of the official line, therefore, the Internationale Kunstausstellung presented to the world a picture of the reconstruction of primarily German, and particularly Saxon, cultural might in the aftermath of military defeat and economic devastation.

Nevertheless, Posse’s exhibition strategy was probably more complex than Hemken’s argument allows. Any so-called contest of nations would have been immediately confounded, for example, by the Russians, with regard to whom the very category of nation crumbled. Aside from the fact that the Soviet Union was not a nation-state, the Russian Saal (hall) featured not only twenty-eight easel pictures by artists resident in the Soviet Union (apparently all extremely tame—“nothing with a punch,” complained Pevsner22) but also an equal number by Russian émigrés such as Marc Chagall, who had recently relocated from Berlin to Paris; the Dresden-based Lazar Segall; and Natal’ia Goncharova, resident in Paris for more than a decade (whereas a fellow Parisian, the Spanish émigré Pablo Picasso was included in the French section).23 The Russians Alexej von Jawlensky (Aleksei Iavlenskii) and Vladimir Bechterjeff (Bekhteev), however, were included in the German section of the exhibition in light of their contribution to the Blaue Reiter (Blue rider) group before World War I, even though the latter had returned permanently to Moscow in 1914. Finally, Lissitzky’s Raum für konstruktive Kunst—regarded by some critics as the only “Bolshevik” work in the entire exhibition24—was neither part of the official representation from the Soviet Union nor physically part of the Russian Saal. It included an international front of artists, including Willy Baumeister, Naum
Gabo, Lissitzky, László Moholy-Nagy, Piet Mondrian, Francis Picabia, and Oskar Schlemmer—and was the only gallery in the entire exhibition not to have been “subjugated,” as Roman Jakobson wrote in 1921 in another context, “to the laws of bell-ringing patriotism.”25 (Although it also included a number of figural works, such as Picabia’s satirical portrait—a dadaist construction of the former French president Raymond Poincaré—Lissitzky’s Raum showcased chiefly nonfigurative production—again, the only gallery to do so.)

To accommodate the Internationale Kunstaustellung, Tessenow designed a new interior for the Städtischer Ausstellungs-Palast, a building that had hosted a number of civic functions over the years, including concerts, bazaars, trade fairs, and exhibitions of various kinds. Within the existing structure, he constructed some fifty-six galleries (see, for example, fig. 5) and an interior courtyard.26 Hung with paintings in a single tier at the viewer’s eye level on a calm, neutral gray background, Tessenow’s enfilade of sober galleries, stripped of all ornament other than their elegant geometry, superceded the traditional salon-style carpeting of walls with paintings from floor to ceiling.

The innovation of Tessenow’s Dresden galleries was extremely well received. The critic Paul Schumann remarked that the architect had created, without recourse to the “usual decorative embellishments,” a perfect setting for the presentation of works of art strictly by means of “impeccable proportions” and the “intelligent distribution of space.”27 The architectural critic Adolf Behne—incidentally, one of Lissitzky’s great supporters—pronounced them “the best exhibition galleries produced in all of Germany.”28 Ludwig Justi, director of the Nationalgalerie in Berlin, went further, lauding the galleries as “the best thing produced in this field to date.”29 Tessenow’s cool restraint, however, was in contrast not only with traditional exhibition practice but also with another kind of floor-to-ceiling drama occurring right in the midst of his galleries—that of Lissitzky’s Raum. Interestingly, despite the sharp divergence of their architectural visions, it seems to have been Tessenow who was largely responsible for convincing Posse to commission Lissitzky to design one of the Dresden galleries. Precisely how this came about is a matter of some debate.

On the one hand, in his Dresdner Anzeiger review of 30 July 1926, Pevsner asserts that “Right from the start the exhibition directors had a very successful idea to unite the abstract artists in a room dedicated solely to them and to have this room designed by one of the most talented of their movement. For these works [by Lissitzky, Moholy-Nagy, and Mondrian] are not meant to be housed in halls together with ‘pictures;’ they follow other rules and demand a different environment to be effective, indeed, to be understood at all.”30 On the other hand, the surviving evidence pertaining to the negotiation of the commission—which Lissitzky conducted by correspondence from Moscow between November 1925 and May 1926—suggests a more complicated scenario.
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View of interior galleries designed by Heinrich Tessenow for the Internationale Kunstausstellung, Dresden, 1926
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Küppers later noted that Lissitzky himself had initially proposed the idea that “he might possibly design a special exhibition-room” for the abstract pictures she had assembled. “The nicest thing,” Lissitzky wrote to Küppers on 30 January 1926, “would be if I were to get the commission to design the space. I believe that it would be important in every respect.” He then added, in retrospect prophetically, “It could become the chief attraction of the exhibition.”

Through the intervention of a friend, the progressive Dresden collector Ida Bienert, Küppers brought Lissitzky’s idea to the attention of the exhibition committee. While Posse maintained an “indifferent attitude,” according to Küppers, Tessenow apparently supported the idea with great enthusiasm.

Accordingly, on 8 February, Lissitzky urged Küppers to obtain from Tessenow himself “precise information” about the available space: “I should like to know … as soon as possible, so that I can think out the general concept. I am besieged by various ideas, and the space allotted is bound to impose certain limitations [die Schranken], within which I can allow my imagination to have full play.”

As of 6 March, however, the commission still seems to have been somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, later that month Lissitzky referred to “my plan for the space” in the context of inquiring whether Küppers thought the exhibition committee would release sufficient funds for its execution. If not, he added, he and Küppers would surely face bankruptcy, “[e]specially with the competition from the two champions—Mondrian and the Bauhaus.”

The implication seems to be that if these last two were to design spaces at the Dresden exhibition (it is uncertain whether this was in fact the case), they, unlike Lissitzky, would have the financial means to bring their projects to fruition.

On 29 March, Lissitzky reported to Küppers that he had just received a letter from Posse with a ground plan of a gallery space measuring 6-by-6 meters (about 20-by-20 feet). This was gallery number 31 in the Städtischer Ausstellungspalast. Lissitzky turned to Küppers for clarification: “So it’s not the hall of modern painting [der Saal der modernen Malerei], it’s a space [ein Raum] without specific function, with which I can do what I like?” Lissitzky, evidently, had been negotiating with Posse for the design of a large hall of “modern painting,” a rather different proposition than the space for “the new (constructive) art” that he eventually realized. Nevertheless, the alternative offered by Posse in late March—a smaller space without, as yet, determinate function—seems to have intrigued the artist equally, if not more so. He asked Küppers, “And if I want to do a Lenin corner [und wenn ich eine Lenin Ecke machen will?]” playfully trying the exhibition committee’s apparent latitude.

A letter from Lissitzky to Posse dated 30 March reveals that, even with the opening of the exhibition less than three months away, it was not clear that the Dresden Raum would include abstract works of art. For at least part of the design process, therefore, the precise function of the Dresden space was undecided, a fact that I take to be highly significant to the generation of
Lissitzky’s design. The first explicit statement suggesting that Lissitzky had secured the commission is found in a letter from Posse to Wassily Kandinsky on 5 May, wherein the former expresses the hope that “the design and arrangement of a small room by Mr. Lissitzky will materialize.”40 Posse’s concern was no doubt genuine—Lissitzky had been experiencing inordinate frustration in securing travel documents from the Soviet authorities. He expressed his despair in a letter to Küppers on 10 May. With all the delay, he wrote, “I have no idea how I am going to get the space finished now.”41 After weeks of almost daily setbacks, Lissitzky finally arrived in Hannover in late May, with his design for the Dresden Raum in tow. He and Küppers then “deliberated which pictures from the reserves [she] had in hand would be most appropriate for the exhibition.”42 It was thus only after the completion of the design for the Raum für konstruktive Kunst that the works eventually installed within it were selected.

In terms of its most immediate function, therefore, Lissitzky’s Dresden demonstration space promoted not only the artist’s new interest in interior design but also Küppers’s intrepid business. The Raum für konstruktive Kunst increased the exposure of the dealer’s stable of “difficult” artists in the context of the otherwise staid Dresden art world, which was predisposed chiefly to postimpressionist knockoffs and jolted only sporadically by a now more or less orthodox expressionism and an emerging political criticism in the work of the caricaturist George Grosz and others.43 The Internationale Kunstausstellung advertised the enterprises of all involved—this was, after all, one of its explicit functions—and it served Lissitzky in precisely this way, since the Dresden Raum led directly to the Hannover commission.

**Demonstratio**

In the catalog of the Dresden exhibition, gallery 31 is entitled Raum für konstruktive Kunst,44 but Lissitzky usually referred to it as a Demonstrationsraum, an expression he had used earlier in relation to his Proun Room (1923; Berlin, Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung). In a commentary published in July 1923 in the inaugural issue of G: Material zur elementaren Gestaltung, a new journal edited by Hans Richter in conjunction with Viking Eggling, Lissitzky wrote, “I am designing an exhibition show-room [einen Ausstellungs-Schau-Raum],” which signifies “for me…a demonstration space [für mich…Demonstrationsraum],” Proun Room “demonstrated” the art or mechanics of exhibition itself: its walls were not subordinated to the work of art (“We are destroying the wall as a resting-place for…pictures”) but instead played an active role in the production of that space qua exhibition space by actively inducing the visitor’s continuous circulation within it (“The space should be so organized that of itself it provides an inducement to walk around in it”).45 Three years later, Lissitzky fleshed out his argument for the wall’s productive role in his text “2 Demonstrationsräume,” in which he documented both his interpretation of, and solution to, the Dresden commission, as well as its projected redevelopment for Hannover.46
In German, the word *Demonstration*, it should be emphasized, is not a synonym for *Ausstellung*. A critical dimension of Lissitzky’s enterprise is thus obscured if we automatically translate *Demonstration* as “exhibition” (and, accordingly, *Demonstrationsräume* as “exhibition spaces” or “exhibition rooms”), as English-language commentators have tended to do. A study of *Demonstration*’s significance in the early twentieth century reveals that it was at once broader but also more specific in its scope than *Ausstellung*: broader in that it meant political protest; more specific in that it also denoted the making—the unfolding—of an explanation or reasoned argument; yet more specific again in that it signified, furthermore, projection (such as, for example, slide projection). By reconceptualizing the space of exhibition as a space of demonstration—in the political, exegetical, and “paracinematic” senses just noted—Lissitzky brought to the fore two fundamental conditions of his Dresden and Hannover designs: their explicit temporal and spatial extension and their frank solicitation of the visitor’s active participation. The *Demonstrationsräume* thus comprises not simply a showcase for the new art but also a reformulation of the very mode of exhibition consumption, from contemplation or distraction to activation.

Yet, if Lissitzky offers his visitor a demonstration, in the sense of a proof by reasoning, his reasoning takes the form not so much of rationality—the form in which reason had been contained since the Enlightenment—but rather of that which the latter had invented as altogether outside or beyond reason, namely, so-called irrationality. While working with Vertov, Küppers, Lissitzky, and others on the selection of stills for the Soviet pavilion at the Film und Foto exhibition in 1929, the Russian filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein published a vigorous defense of the avant-garde’s dismantling of reason’s historical bifurcation: “The new art must set a limit to the dualism of the spheres of ‘emotion’ and ‘reason,’” Eisenstein wrote. “It must restore to science its sensuality. To the intellectual process its fire and passion. It must plunge the abstract process of thought into the cauldron of practical activity.” For the filmmaker, only the cinema would be able to meet this challenge: “A cinema of *extreme cognition* and *extreme sensuality* that has mastered the entire arsenal of affective optical, acoustical and biomechanical stimulants.” Lissitzky’s *Demonstrationsräume*, as we shall see, constituted another arena in which that challenge could be met.

A Constructivist Standard
In my discussion of the trade-fair function of the Dresden Raum, I noted that its contents were selected only after the completion of its design. This fact is important because one of the essential but nevertheless often overlooked features of the demonstration space is that its contents were fully changeable and interchangeable. Lissitzky’s ambition in Dresden was the demonstration of a standard or prototype for exhibition design. He wrote that the design “should present a standard [Standard] for spaces in which new art is shown to the public.” As such, his demonstration space is “not just the usual arts-and-crafts
object” but rather “a type” — a prototype — which he hopes “will become the standard.” The Dresden space is thus not a synthetic environment or total work of art in the sense often attributed to the Berlin Proun Room but rather a site of substitution and exchange.

The problem of standardization was one of Lissitzky’s major concerns in the mid-1920s, particularly after his return to Moscow in early June 1925. Almost immediately, Lissitzky had become involved with ASNOVA (Assotsiatsia novykh arkhitektorov; Association of new architects), both contributing to its collective project for an international sports complex in Moscow’s Vorob’evye Gory (Sparrow Hills, later renamed Lenin Hills) and designing the inaugural issue of its bulletin, ASNOVA: Izvestiia Assotsiatsii novykh arkhitektorov. In September 1925, he was appointed to the architecture faculty at VKhUTEMAS (Vysshie gosudarstvennye khudozhestvennye tekhnicheskie masterskie; Higher state artistic and technical workshops), where he taught interior and furniture design, with a particular emphasis on the development of industrial prototypes. Concurrently with his negotiations for the Dresden space in early 1926, Lissitzky was collaborating with Nikolai Ladovskii, ASNOVA’s unofficial leader, in the design of communal housing projects whose viability directly depended on the expeditious implementation of new principles of standardization in planning and construction.

The design for the Dresden Raum was thus generated during a period in which Lissitzky’s chief arena of interest and production had shifted back to architecture, the discipline of his early formation while a student before World War I at the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt and then during the war at the Riga Polytechnical Institute (Rizhskii politekhnicheskii institut), which had been evacuated to Moscow in 1915. Increasingly preoccupied with the problem of standardization at the time of the commission in Dresden, Lissitzky was also on the verge of abandoning altogether the production of Prouns (Proekt utverzhdenia novogo; Project for the affirmation of the new). This move was not, however, in the making. In fall 1921, Lissitzky had already distinguished the Proun from the art of easel painting, claiming instead for the Proun the status of a “construction” on the grounds that it possessed a rotational force that destroyed the perpendicular axis proper to the easel picture. With his new commitment to the task of Soviet reconstruction from 1925 on, Lissitzky’s earlier polemical differentiation of the Proun and the easel picture now seemed exhausted. It is thus no surprise that Lissitzky could find little time in which to make the new Prouns he had initially proposed for the Dresden Raum. That the artist returned to Germany in summer 1926 and was involved in the promotion of Küppers’s remaining reserve of easel pictures is, on the one hand, testimony to Lissitzky’s mercurial ability to be many things to many people at many times (to which even his celebrity-stuffed address book bears witness).

On the other hand, the Dresden space constituted a remarkable conjunction of Lissitzky’s Soviet and Western agendas. As other essays in the present volume discuss, Lissitzky was the Russian avant-garde’s unofficial embassa-
dor and courier to western Europe. After installing the Dresden space in June 1926, he visited with the young Dutch architects J.J.P. Oud and Mart Stam in Rotterdam to study their most recent designs for workers' housing estates. He also traveled to Utrecht to make drawings of Gerrit Rietveld’s Schroeder House, the flexible interior partitions of which particularly fascinated him, and to Saardam to interview a factory owner about technical processes for the mass production of standard doors. Lissitzky elaborated on his post-Dresden study tour in a detailed account of European and American examples of prefabricated living spaces, which he published in the Moscow technical journal Stroitelnaja promyshlennost’ (Building industry) in December 1926 (fig. 6). In this survey, which he signed as an architect, Lissitzky argued that the new architect’s most fundamental task was the design of a new kind of “dwelling” or “habitation” in which the interior fittings and furniture would be designed and constructed simultaneously with the house itself “as a single whole.”

By stipulating that the Dresden Raum must constitute a “standard” for exhibition space, rather than a one-off installation, Lissitzky was opening a dialogue with Western practitioners similarly preoccupied with standardized design solutions. There was perhaps no German architect of greater significance on this front than Tessenow, the very architect who was largely responsible for Lissitzky’s having secured the Dresden commission in the first place. Tessenow had contributed substantially to the design of Germany’s first garden city at Hellerau, outside Dresden. Begun in 1906, Hellerau was one of the initiatives that led to the contemporaneous foundation of the Deutsche Werkbund, in which the German debate over standardization found its earliest forum. Further, as I noted above, the design of apartments and housing estates had been the subject of Dresden’s annual summer exhibition in 1925; Tessenow was among its major contributors. Therefore, despite their substantial ideological and stylistic differences, particularly on the issue of the pursuit of national styles (a topic for which Lissitzky, a sincere Cominternist, had zero tolerance), Tessenow’s pioneering involvement in standardized housing made him a figure of considerable importance for Lissitzky’s own developing interest in estate design in 1926.

According to the logic of the standard, the works chosen for presentation within the demonstration space were to be fully interchangeable. Once installed in the demonstration space, however, each work was to be fully differentiated in the moment of its display: “Each [work] demands a different manner of isolation and illumination...all the works [must] achieve the same degree of effectiveness.” (The same degree of effectiveness, that is, not the same effectiveness.) Lissitzky’s problem was thus how to afford each exhibited object the “best optics,” just as the “best acoustics are created for the concert-hall.” The function of the demonstration space—the function of Lissitzky’s standard—was thus to slow the process of interchangeability on which it was otherwise predicated.

Lissitzky’s explicit target was the “great international picture-review...
Использование визу (рис. 3) или пароком точному примеру. Рано о предложении выбора, каждому на своем подходе к конечной цели. Они помогают думать об архитектуре как о целостном объекте, который может быть использован в различных контекстах. Несмотря на то что архитектура имеет свою специфику, это не означает, что она не может быть связана с другими областями деятельности. Форма и функция архитектуры, как и любого другого объекта, должны быть взаимосвязаны.

Фиг. 6. El Lissitzky
Illustrations of prefabricated living spaces
From El Lissitzky, "Kultura zhila" (Culture of dwelling), Stroitel'naja promyshlennost' (Building industry) 4, no. 2 (1926): 879
where the visitors are roared at by a thousand different beasts at the same time.”

The traditional exhibition space of the time, with its walls carpeted with gilt-framed pictures, created a cacophony of simultaneously competing voices, an overloaded environment in which difference is erased. Overstimulation, Lissitzky suggested, induces indifferentiation. The international exhibition, with its inexorable law of exchangeability, anesthetizes its visitor, who then becomes passive, lethargic, bored; according to Lissitzky, “in his march past in front of the picture-walls...[the visitor is] lulled by the painting into a certain passivity.”

The demonstration space, by contrast, must interrupt this cacophonous simultaneity. As I noted at the outset, interruption was Brecht’s cardinal device: “[T]he principle of Epic Theatre, like that of montage,” Benjamin explains in 1932, “is based on interruption.... It brings the action to a halt, and hence compels the listener to take up an attitude toward the events on the stage.” Similarly, the demonstration space must orchestrate not only spatial but also temporal rhythms in order to slow the encounter between visitor and exhibited object. “[T]he objects should not all suddenly attack the viewer”; instead, each object should make its entrance individually, staggered in both space and time like the entrance and movement of actors on a stage. Only by interrupting simultaneity will the demonstration space fulfill its “purpose,” Lissitzky argued, which is to “make the man active.” Lissitzky’s Standard is thus driven by two imbricated objectives, each directly dependent on the temporal extension of the process of looking: differentiation of exhibited object, activation of exhibition visitor. Through differentiation, activation; through activation, differentiation.

The Design Solution

Gallery number 31 of the Dresden Ausstellungs-Palast is a truncated cubic space, as Lissitzky’s axonometric rendering emphasizes, splaying its internal walls at top and bottom like the open flaps of a cardboard box (fig. 7). Its ground plan measures six meters square. Two entrances lead visitors into this boxy space from Tessenow’s long galleries, which can be glimpsed through the drapes that only partially sequester it. For ease of reference in what follows, the wall at the top left of the maquette will be designated the north wall. The access walls would thus be the west and south walls, respectively. Three installation photographs taken by the Dresden architectural photographer Alexander Paul Walther are pasted on the maquette; these correlate to the gallery’s northeast (see fig. 1), southeast (fig. 8), and southwest (fig. 9) corners. Stretched calico spans the gallery’s upper reaches, serving as both dropped ceiling and vehicle for the diffusion of light from above. Along the north wall, the scrim is striped in yellow for warm illumination, while along the east, in blue for cold—this differentiation is registered tonally in both the axonometric rendering and the installation photograph of the northeast corner (see fig. 1). The single exception to the centrifugality of the space is a constructivist stand in the dead center, supporting Gabo’s Model for a Rotating
Fig. 7. View of El Lissitzky’s maquette for *Raum für konstruktive Kunst*, Internationale Kunstausstellung, Dresden, 1926
Los Angeles, Getty Research Institute
Fig. 8. Alexander Paul Walther
View toward “southeast” corner of El Lissitzky’s Raum für konstruktive Kunst, Internationale Kunstausstellung, Dresden, 1926
Los Angeles, Getty Research Institute
Fig. 9. Alexander Paul Walther
View toward “southwest” corner of El Lissitzky’s Raum für konstruktive Kunst, Internationale Kunstausstellung, Dresden, 1926
Los Angeles, Getty Research Institute
Constructivism Disoriented

*Fountain* (1925). The stand itself is of particular interest as a literal invocation, or making present—albeit without anything like the disruption of scale relations—of those designed by Vladimir and Georgii Stenberg, the Moscow constructivists whose pioneering constructions are otherwise absent from this so-called space of constructive art.\(^65\) The original walls are painted the same reserved gray as the rest of Tessenow’s galleries. Aside from the ceiling scrim, the design consists in two major devices.

First, Lissitzky ribs the interior of the space from floor to ceiling with a modular *Lattensystem* (lath system), which, in Dresden, is executed in wood. Each vertical lath is 7 centimeters (about 2\(\frac{3}{4}\) inches) in depth, extends perpendicularly 7 centimeters from the wall, and is spaced along its breadth at 7-centimeter intervals. With a single modular unit (a piece of wood cut to standard dimensions), Lissitzky wraps the walls of the Dresden gallery in a nonrelational progression (a structure governed by the repetition of homogeneous units rather than the compositional balancing of heterogeneous ones): 7-centimeter units set at 7-centimeter intervals. This “squared” articulation reiterates, in turn, that of the cubic ground plan. Lissitzky seems to have returned, therefore, to the Moscow constructivists’ earlier fascination with modular progressions, such as is evident in Aleksandr Rodchenko’s third series of spatial constructions and in Karl Jõganson’s so-called cold structures.\(^66\) (While both series dated to 1921, neither was represented in the Raum für konstruktive Kunst—further examples of the Moscow group’s significant omission from the Dresden space.) In addition, Lissitzky’s modular unit, as well as the necessarily repetitive labor that went into its installation, thematizes his endeavor to produce a constructivist standard for exhibition design.

In the wake of Tatlin’s *Model for a Monument to the Third International* (1920), open-lath construction had been deployed in a variety of other ways by the constructivists. It was especially characteristic, for example, of the apparatus-like stage designs produced in the early 1920s by Varvara Stepanova, Liubov’ Popova, Aleksandr Vesnin, and the Stenberg brothers. For Lissitzky, however, open-lath construction had a more specific valency. Already in 1924, in an essay in *ABC—Beiträge zum Bauen*, a new architectural journal edited by his friend Stam and others, Lissitzky had described the “rib” in terms of “openness,” writing that the “modern style separates the parts under tension from the parts which outline it and enclose it. It does not seek to cover, mask or decorate. Its health is its naked form.”\(^67\) Yet resistance to the kind of open construction afforded by the rib in favor of traditional masonry construction was what Lissitzky was encountering in Moscow at this time. Thus, in a letter to Küppers of March 1926 he bemoans the specifications (“Everything had to be done in brick”) that he and Ladovskii were obliged to follow in preparing their design of a housing estate for a large textile trust in Ivanovo-Voznesensk.\(^68\)

In the Dresden Raum, however, Lissitzky is free of such specifications and thus at liberty to usurp the restrained (and concealed) architectural interior of Tessenow’s galleries by laying bare the primary form and material used in the construction of their very partitions.
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Before continuing this discussion of the Dresden Raum, I would like to consider Lissitzky’s substantial alteration of the lath system for the Hannover space, where it was executed in steel (see fig. 2). As noted earlier, the Hannover Kabinett was commissioned by Dorner for the Provinzialmuseum after his visit to Dresden in 1926. According to a letter to Tschichold of 26 August 1926, Lissitzky began work on the Hannover design before his return to Moscow in early fall 1926.69 The space allocated—gallery number forty-five on the museum’s second floor (fig. 10)—was rectangular and of somewhat more intimate dimensions (5.32 by 4.4 meters, or about 17½ by 14½ feet) than that of Dresden. Two windows running almost the breadth of one wall (fig. 11), which overlook the museum’s courtyard below, comprised its main source of illumination. In one of the four specification drawings for the Kabinett, now in the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Lissitzky refers to this as the window wall (Fensterwand). He then designates the entrance wall to its right, Wall 1 (Wand 1), that directly opposite, Wall 2 (Wand 2), and the wall to its left, Wall 3 (Wand 3). Aside from the detailed specification drawings at the Busch-Reisinger, two watercolor sketches and an extraordinary gouache and collage presentation drawing (see pl. 3), to which I will later return, have fortunately been preserved in the Sprengel Museum Hannover.70 While Lissitzky did not personally supervise the Hannover Kabinett’s installation—which was begun in 1927 and completed by early 192871—he visited the museum in September 1928 on his way back to Moscow from Paris and gave his approval.72

According to Lissitzky’s rough sketch preserved in the Sprengel Museum’s archives, each of its 544 exceedingly thin Eisenbänder (steel bands) was to measure 4 centimeters (about 1½ inches) in depth but no more than a millimeter in width—Lissitzky annotates his sketch Eisenbänder 40 m|m| × 1 m|m| (oder 0, 8). Inserted into a frame, the bands were to extend perpendicularly 3 centimeters (about 1½ inches) from the wall and were to be spaced at 2-centimeter (about ¾ inch) intervals.73 The overall effect was an intensification and refinement of the Dresden lath system. In encasing the masonry interior of a neobaroque museum building with steel bands, Lissitzky shifted his construction metaphor from open lath to steel frame. Further, both the Dresden and the Hannover designs appear to broach in micro the typological shift from museum architecture to exhibition building, which Giedion argued marks the historical shift from the early nineteenth century’s “nostalgic inclination to imbibe the past” (the museum) to a later fascination with the experimental new materials and structures of industrial building (the exhibition building). “Exhibitions are light buildings, quickly assembled and quickly disassembled: laboratorizes for industrial building,” according to Giedion, who notes that this fascination abated “[o]nly when industrial development’s initial wonder had lapsed into a self-evident fact.”74

Within the material conditions of Lissitzky’s everyday praxis in Russia in the mid-1920s, that wonder had yet to lapse into self-evident fact. Most poignantly in the Hannover case, therefore, Lissitzky’s steel armature might
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be read as a certain confinement of constructivist ambition, insofar as the artist's participation in the realm of the structural art of the engineer is limited to the microenvironment provided by the museum. Read ungenerously, this confinement might be said to represent Lissitzky’s aestheticization and, hence, dilution, of the force of that major historical shift outlined by Giedion in 1928.

There is an important detail, however, that should not be overlooked. In a memorandum to his “2 Demonstrationsräume” text, Lissitzky specified that the bands “should be made in Nirosta (Krupp’s stainless steel).” Invented and patented by two research scientists at Friedrich Krupp AG just before World War I, Nirosta was a chromium-nickel alloy with unprecedented corrosion-resistant properties (hence the term stainless). It was not until the mid-1920s, however, that the German metallurgical giant greatly accelerated its production of Nirosta, rapidly developing the new alloy's industrial, architectural, domestic, and consumer applications. Krupp marketed Nirosta not only in specialist trade fairs but also on the high street in elegant, streamlined Krupp Nirosta Ausstellungsräumen (showrooms), which opened in Berlin in 1927 and in Düsseldorf in 1928 to stimulate the consumption of stainless steel domestic appliances, kitchenware, and architectural fittings and claddings (fig. 12). Nirosta was the glamour metal of the interwar period.

Lissitzky’s ribbing of the interior of the Hannover demonstration space in the very latest metallurgical invention thus resonates not so much with the steel-frame architecture to which he elsewhere so aspired— for stainless steel was not, at this time, a viable structural material— but rather with the new spanning, and thus blurring, of the otherwise strictly demarcated realms of industrial production and luxury consumption, which Krupp’s Nirosta seemed to promise. This indicates a certain critical reconfiguration—or at least an inflection—of the constructivist standard on Lissitzky’s part. As I have generally described them in this section thus far, the demonstration spaces are constructivist eulogies to the structural art of the engineer and modern mass production: open-lath construction, cubic space, modular units, nonrelational progressions, and Krupp’s steel. They are demonstrations of Lissitzky’s confidence in the rib’s capacity to guarantee the stability of the “parts under tension,” demonstrations of faith in the certainty and progressive character of industrial modernity. There is a sense, however, in which, at the very same time, Lissitzky’s demonstration spaces undermine that confidence, query that faith, subvert that logic of standardization, unravel that cube, and stem the inexorable march of the modular unit, so as to obviate constructivism’s apparent rush into a technocratic embrace of mechanization, technologies of mass production, and, accordingly, social engineering.

That rush is undermined by what Lissitzky calls the demonstration space’s optische Dynamik (optical dynamic). “Generated as a consequence of the human stride,” it is this optische Dynamik (or “play of the walls”), he writes, which “makes the spectator active.” Here, Lissitzky is referring to his having painted each lath in the Dresden Raum white on its left side, black on its
right side, and gray on its front edge. Thus, once installed, the painted laths produced a white wall from a left vantage point; a gray wall from a position directly in front; and a black one from the right. (Although Lissitzky unpacks his concept of the *optische Dynamik* specifically with regard to the Dresden Raum, a “M[emorandum]” to his discussion implies that he projected a comparable dynamic for the Hannover Kabinett, since he notes that its colors will also be “white—gray—black.”81)

If the visitor stood at the west entrance to the Dresden space, for example, she or he found directly ahead—and thus on gray—an enlargement of Lissitzky’s photograph *Untitled (Hand with Compasses)* (1924; see p. 132, fig. 1),82 and his gouache-and-paper *Round Proun* (1926).83 From the same standpoint, Mondrian’s paintings on the wall to the left—the north wall—appeared on white. As the visitor entered the gallery and moved closer to Lissitzky’s works, the north wall gradually turned to black through an infinitesimal range of shades of gray. This process of architectural chiaroscuro was reversed in the case of the south wall, to the visitor’s right, which shifted from black to gray to white as the visitor approached Lissitzky’s work. Entering via the Dresden Raum’s south entrance, however, the visitor found Mondrian’s work directly ahead on gray, Lissitzky’s work to the right on a black wall that transformed into white as she or he moved closer to the north wall, and so on, ad infinitum.

In Hannover, by contrast, the enameling of the steel bands was orchestrated with respect to the gallery’s primary source of illumination—the windows; the bands on Walls 1 and 3 were enameled white on the side facing the windows and black on the obverse. Those on Wall 2 were white on the side facing Wall 1 and black on the side facing Wall 3. Hence, in figure 13, looking toward the conjunction of Walls 1 and 2 with one’s back to the windows, the effect of striation is lighter in tonality than in figure 11, for example, where looking directly toward the windows, the bands create an almost black wall. The mirror behind Aleksandr Arkhipenko’s *Flat Torso* (at the left of fig. 11) reflects what we do not see from our vantage point close to Wall 2: at the point at which the vertical steel bands and the left edge of the mirror converge, the striated wall flips from black to white, from dark to light, from shadow to illumination.

The significance of Lissitzky’s *optische Dynamik* is that it undoes both the lath system’s modular structure and the cubic symmetry of the Dresden ground plan—an undoing that is crucial to the artist’s self-appointed task of designing a space in which the exhibited objects are differentiated. In “2 Demonstrationsräume,” Lissitzky asserts that, via its *optische Dynamik*, the works hung on the lath system “acquire a three-fold life.”84 A triad of photographs first published by Traugott Schalcher in December 1928 (and reproduced many times since) documents this effect (fig. 14). Lissitzky’s early gouache *Proun schwwebender Körper* (1919), installed on Wall 1 of the Hannover Kabinett (to the left in fig. 13 and to the right in fig. 11), is photographed from a left vantage point, where it appears on a striated light ground;
Fig. 13. View of Walls 1 and 2 of El Lissitzky's Kabinett der Abstrakten, Provinzialmuseum Hannover, 1928
From Alexander Dorner, "Zur abstrakten Malerei: Erklärung zum Raum der Abstrakten in der Hannoverschen Gemäldergalerie," Die Form (Berlin) 3 (1928): 113
Fig. 14. Three views of El Lissitzky’s *Proun schwebender Körper* (1919) installed on Wall 1 of his *Kabinett der Abstrakten*, Provinzialmuseum Hannover, 1928
From Traugott Schalcher, “El Lissitzky, Moskau,” *Gebrauchsgraphik* 5, no. 12 (1928): 57
then frontally, where the ground is intensely contrastive; and finally, from the right, where the ground is almost black.85

But these works acquire more than a threefold life; in fact, they acquire a near infinity of lives, as Lissitzky himself notes: “With every movement of the spectator in the room the impression of the walls changes—what was white becomes black and vice versa.”86 Lissitzky’s multiplication of sensory images thus departs from Tessenow’s binary relationship of easel painting to background, in which the background is subordinated to the painting as its static resting place or supporting ground. Lissitzky activates the background itself. In so doing, the artist’s endeavor to differentiate the exhibited object finds itself inextricably bound up with the problem of parergonality: if each work has as many individuations as backgrounds, the process of its differentiation can never be reduced to the pursuit of that object’s supposed, if elusive, autonomy. Lissitzky’s optische Dynamik thus redefines the task of differentiation not as a finite process of essentialization but as an ongoing process that will remain, necessarily, always incomplete.

Thus, if we compare Tessenow’s and Lissitzky’s respective attempts in the Dresden exhibition to overcome the cacophony of the traditional mode of exhibition, we find that Tessenow rejects that mode outright while Lissitzky appropriates one of its central features so as to invert it. It is the lath system, rather than Tessenow’s proto-white cube, that initiates a dialogue with the quasi-architectural framework created in the older, salon-style museum installations by the close alignment of picture frames—what Lissitzky called the “crucifixion” of pictures (fig. 15).87 The lath system reconfigures this mode of installation into an invitation to active engagement.

If Lissitzky’s first device of differentiation in the Dresden Raum was the encasing of its interior with a modular armature disrupted by an optische Dynamik, his second device is to be found in the floor-to-ceiling casings (Kassetten) with which he punctuated each of the gallery’s corners. Within the confines of these semi-open casings, works were hung directly on the wall one above another—perhaps also a nod to the traditional mode of display but without its tendency to overcrowding. A sliding, perforated metal screen (in Hannover, a solid black plate) was inserted into the casing’s vertical runners. The perforation of the screen, insofar as it revealed the work it supposedly concealed, incited the visitor to raise or lower the screen. (Small knobs found at the middle of the top and bottom of each screen enabled the visitor to operate the device.) The casings introduced into the exhibition the constructivist fascination with the mechanics not just of motion in general but of traction in particular—in this instance, the adhesive friction of the screens dragged along their runners. Further, in the Hannover Kabinet, Lissitzky reduced the number of vertical casings to two but increased the number of tiers to three, thereby shifting registers from an architectural motif (a gigantic sash window; see fig. 8) to a cinematic one (the filmstrip; see fig. 13).

Lissitzky notes that the varying widths of the casings in Dresden—ranging from 110 to 190 centimeters (about 43 to 75 inches)—shift the “visual axes”
Fig. 15. View of the Gemäldegalerie (Kabinett 13), Provinzialmuseum Hannover, 1922
Hannover, Niedersächsisches Landesmuseum
of the space away from the "symmetrical axes of the doors," thus creating an asymmetrical "rhythm of the whole." The symmetry of the cubic space is further disrupted by Lissitzky's busy animation of one corner in particular, wherein two vertical casings "collide," as Pevsner expressed it in 1926 (see fig. 9). While the number of corner casings was reduced in the Hannover Kabinett, Lissitzky extended his thematic of asymmetry there through the asymmetrical conjunction of the casings that enclose two oils by Mondrian and two sheets from his own Sieg über die Sonne (1923; Victory over the Sun) portfolio of lithographs. Here, it is as though the two halves of the vertical casing found in the corners of the Dresden Raum have been slid apart in order to have sandwiched between them a horizontal casing comprising two movable panels. Also exclusive to Hannover—and apparently Dorner's idea—were the horizontal vitrines on either side of the radiator on the window wall (see fig. 11); these contained four-sided display boxes, which were to be rotated by the visitor. According to Cauman, the vitrines presented an illustrated text on "the effects of abstract art on the features of daily life," which dealt chiefly with modern technologies of printing, advertising, fashion, and architecture.

**Dorner's Stimmungsraum**

Lissitzky was an artist whose work Dorner had known, admired, and acquired since 1923, primarily through mutual connections in Hannover. It is worth noting, however, that prior to visiting the Dresden exhibition, Dorner knew Lissitzky chiefly as a maker of Prouns and was unfamiliar with the artist's more recent concerns. His commissioning and subsequent interpretation of the Hannover Kabinett are best understood within the context of his major reorganization of the Provinzialmuseum's galleries, a task to which he dedicated himself for several years after assuming the directorship in 1923. Under his predecessor, the installation of the museum's galleries mirrored the nature of its holdings: an assortment of individual collections of often diverse objects, each collection a discrete universe unto itself. The governing principle of the Provinzialmuseum's organization was that of patrimony, its collections having been acquired through imperial marriages and other acts of state and regional administration.

Dorner sought to unite these hybrid collections into one vast inventory; he would then redistribute the latter's contents according to each object's specific place within an evolutionary and teleological narrative of world art-historical production culminating in the art of abstraction. Each gallery was thus to represent a particular period and its Weltanschauung. In orchestrating this shift from patrimony to periodization as organizing principle, Dorner was acting in accordance with museological trends since Karl Friedrich Schinkel's design of what is now the Altes Museum (1823–30), which had largely abandoned another earlier model—the beaux-arts' model of great exemplars—for the sake of a narrative of historical development. To that end, Dorner introduced the concept of the Stimmungsraum, in which an empathetic relation between
the works and the space in which they were presented would facilitate the visitor’s apprehension of the specific achievement and character of each period in the history of art. Instead of associated decor, the Stimmungsraum introduced perceptual clues in order to make distinctions between art-historical periods: low illumination, for example, enhanced the rich luminosity of the works hung in the medieval galleries; baroque paintings, by contrast, were hung in gilt frames on red velvet backgrounds.93

In contrast to Ockman—who suggests that Lissitzky’s Hannover Kabinett was the culmination of Dorner’s synaesthetic concept of the atmosphere room94—I would argue that there is a fundamental difference between Lissitzky’s invention and Dorner’s interpretation of it as a Stimmungsraum, a difference somewhat occluded, as mentioned at the outset, by the latter’s later claim to have collaborated on its design.95 The primary issue here is one’s interpretation of Lissitzky’s transformation of the walls of the demonstration space, of his refusal to subordinate those walls to the objects displayed on them, and of his manifest consciousness of the parergonal differentiation of a work of art’s identity and significance.

In his most important early essay on the Hannover Kabinett, which was published in April 1928, Dorner argues that Lissitzky’s armature of metal slats deprives the wall of its traditional character as a tangible, graspable, or concrete surface (greifbar Fläche) and affords it a floating quality (etwas Schwimmendes).96 Dorner is referring to the way in which Lissitzky’s optische Dynamik set the room in motion, destabilizing once rigid coordinates, dematerializing once tactile surfaces. In a review of the space, Giedion describes this effect in comparable terms, stating that “these strips throw vertical clefts of shadow and dematerialize the wall to the point where it seems to dissolve completely.”97 Nothing to dispute so far. The problem lies with what comes next in Dorner’s account.

The effect of spatial destabilization produced by the design of the Hannover Kabinett, Dorner argues, corresponds precisely to a comparable effect in the works exhibited within it. For Dorner, the essential feature and achievement of abstraction is a new conception of representation in which space is infinite, dissolving, dematerializing, optical, traversible by the eye but not the body—one cannot imagine oneself physically within such spaces. This new conception of spatial representation replaces, in his view, the primary ambition (so the story goes) of painting since the Renaissance—the illusion, by means of perspective and chiaroscuro, of three-dimensional volumes in an apparently tactile, that is, physically traversible, space. According to Dorner, the Hannover Kabinett presents the progressive breakdown of this ambition, beginning with cubism (the decomposition of space), proceeding through Mondrian (an art of pure surface), and culminating in Lissitzky and Moholy-Nagy (free compositions floating in infinite space in which neither foreground nor background may be defined).98

Whether Dorner’s teleological account of abstraction’s genesis is convincing is less important than the fact that, within his interpretation of Lissitzky’s
demonstration space, dematerialization is defined as the Stimmung (mood or atmosphere) of which Lissitzky’s Kabinett is the Raum. Had the walls been, for example, a mute gray (as in Tessenow’s Dresden galleries), they would have, Dorner implicitly suggests, “iron[ed] out” (that is, destroyed) the dematerialized space of the “constructivist compositions” hung on them. Instead, Dorner argues, Lissitzky produced a synthetic environment in which architectural and pictorial space cohere, mutually courting and reiterating each other. In this way, the artist had found a solution to the problem of exhibiting so-called constructivist art, a problem that had been raised by numerous artists and critics since its advent. Dorner’s adequation of Lissitzky’s destabilization of museological space with the essence of abstraction is an example of that which Giedion described in 1928, in another context, as the international exhibition’s “peculiar demand for premature synthesis,” comparable to the analogous desire for a “total work of art [Gesamtkunstwerk],” the desire “to generate a version of the human cosmos.”

I have tried to show that the purpose of Lissitzky’s Standard was to facilitate the differentiation rather than synthesis or totalization of the works within the space of exhibition. The design was to encourage the visitor’s intimacy with the work of art by endeavoring to refocus his or her attention in a context otherwise given over to restless distraction. Its devices facilitated the visitor’s active differentiation of the works on display through their revelation and reconcealment, or through their incessant reformulation by the parergonal shifts induced by the visitor’s own movement within the space. Dorner, by contrast, sought to impart a certain synthetic content to the visitor’s apprehension of the works on display—for the museum director, the Hannover Kabinett was a gigantic, explanatory wall text.

The Man with a Kabinett

It seems likely that Dorner hosted or otherwise played a role in Vertov’s visit in early June 1929 to Hannover, and to the Kabinett der Abstrakten in particular. They had mutual acquaintances and interests, and, in any case, the director customarily played cicerone to the museum’s foreign visitors. Yet Vertov’s response to the Kabinett in his letter to Lissitzky of 1929 opens a trajectory of thinking apropos the Demonstrationsräume rather different than that initiated by Dorner (fig. 16).

In order to elaborate and extend on Vertov’s commentary, we should return to his original sentence: “Dolgo tam sidel, osmatrival i oshchupyal.” The last two verbs are of particular interest in the present context—osmatrival’ (to examine or inspect, to look round or look over) and oshchupival’ (to touch, feel [for], or probe from all sides in order to examine and analyze, or, to grope about [in]). An entirely valid rendering of this sentence—although, for my purposes, one much less interesting than Margarita Tupitsyn’s, which I quoted at the outset—might read, “I sat there for a long time, examined and touched.” A little odd perhaps, due to Vertov’s transitives having no designated objects, but within the rhetorical form of a letter.
Fig. 16. Still from Chełomej s kinoapparatom (Man with a Movie Camera), dir. Dziga Vertov, 1929
New York, Thomas Walther Collection
to a friend and colleague these would be implied. In the most immediate sense, then, Vertov would seem to be reporting to Lissitzky his interactive experience of the Hannover Kabinett: sliding movable screens, examining works thereby revealed, rotating cylinders in glass vitrines. Activation in this sense meant participation: Vertov’s purposeful manipulation of the Kabinett’s kinetic devices.

But I think something more than visitor participation is implied by Vertov’s “osmatrival oshchupyal.” That something more is conveyed by Tupitsyn’s translation: “I sat there for a long time, looked around, groped.” By rendering oshchupyal as groped (rather than touched), Tupitsyn captures in English precisely the Russian word’s stronger, more disquieting, less salutary, and even ugly dimension. Groped, insofar as it also suggests an illicit or otherwise improper mode of touching, thematizes the transgressive nature—vis-à-vis conventional museum decorum—of the behavior solicited by Lissitzky’s demonstration space. Vertov is thus acknowledging his recognition and acceptance of that invitation to transgression.

At the same time and, more important, groped lessens somewhat the transitive force of Vertov’s phrase, thus avoiding its reduction to a simple account of the operation of the Hannover Kabinett’s interactive devices, as important as these are to Lissitzky’s theory and practice of exhibition. A more profound sense of tactility is at issue here, for “to grope about (in)" is also to feel about in the dark or as if in the dark, to feel about, deprived of the sense of sight or as if so deprived. While Vertov’s usage is not intransitive, it seems to veer in that direction, broaching a curious self-reflexivity wherein the action occurring starts to refer back to the body of the subject performing it. In groping about as if in the dark or deprived of sight, one’s body becomes implicated—in the sense of made vulnerable—in the performance of that action in a way that is not the case when one is merely examining something (the latter implying a kind of detached or disembodied mastery over the object under examination).

In fact, insofar as the Hannover Kabinett’s devices afford the visitor a certain delimited mastery, there is even a sense in which their manipulation is inconsistent with Vertov’s professed groping. I want to suggest, therefore, that it is rather to Vertov’s experience of Lissitzky’s optische Dynamik or flicker to which his “oshchupyal" chiefly refers. Centrifugally wrapping the space, Lissitzky’s “play of the walls” is unrelenting, brooking no exception. Triggered by the movement of all or part of the filmmaker’s body and in fact an index of his body in motion, the flicker destroys the spatial coordinates that would otherwise afford equilibrium, pushing Vertov into a kind of free fall. In the demonstration space, therefore, vision is a matter of the body not only in motion but also at risk, which in turn induces a rush to shore up—grope for or toward—bodily integrity. Nothing could be further removed from the safety of Mondrian’s design of 1925 for an interior in the home of Ida Bienert, which Lissitzky criticized in a letter to Küppers in March 1926 as but “a still-life of a room, for viewing through the keyhole.” Lissitzky’s spectator
does not devour the optical flicker; rather, the optical flicker devour his spectator. It is this experience, I think, which underlies Conrad Buchwald’s bizarre description of the Dresden Raum as “half operating theatre, half padded cell,” insofar as these are both sites of bodily subjection, one surgical, the other carceral.

It is Lissitzky’s experience of the disorienting effect of the Dresden Raum’s optische Dynamik that motivates his exacerbation of that effect in spectacular fashion in the course of revising the demonstration space for the Provinzialmuseum. In comparison to the more sober Dresden maquette (see fig. 7), Lissitzky’s presentation drawing for the Hannover Kabinett (see pl. 3) is profoundly disorienting. A single detail almost seems to announce this disorientation—an axonometric projection of a cubic volume at the left of the window wall, sandwiched between the third wall and the left glass vitrine, in front of a mirror of the same dimensions rendered in aluminum leaf. (In the Kabinett itself, this cube serves as a stand for Arkhipenko’s Flat Torso [see fig. 11].) In the presentation drawing, a red rhombus designates the cube’s front, an implied white rhombus its right side, and an oblique black diamond its upper surface. But with the encroachment of the vitrine from the right and the presence of the rhombus of aluminum leaf designating the mirror, we become increasingly less aware of the cube and more aware, instead, of the concertina-like rhythm of three distinctly articulated planar elements, each derived from the suprematist vocabulary of Lissitzky’s Prouns: red rhombus, black diamond, aluminum rhombus.

When we try to grasp the precise concatenation of these suprematist elements, matters get interesting. Consider the black diamond shape, for example. On the one hand, it signifies the top of a black-, red-, and white-sided cubic volume set against an aluminum-leaf wall plane. On the other hand, it represents the underside of a black-, aluminum-, and striated-sided cube that cantilevers out from and over a red wall plane. The alternation between these two distinct concatenations is harsh on our eyes—their graphic elements seem to ricochet from one volume to the other and back, ad infinitum. This ricochet is characteristic not only of this particular detail, however, but also of the drawing’s overall spatial ambiguity.

In the boxlike Dresden maquette (see fig. 7), each of the four “flaps” unambiguously explicates the frontal elevation of its corresponding, but axonometrically rendered, wall. Each planar flap is, as it were, a notational repetition that serves to open up the Dresden Raum’s interior, facilitating the viewer’s grasp of its overall spatial volume. In the Sprengel Museum’s drawing, by contrast, Lissitzky dispenses with the maquette’s straightforward, explicative function. The flap is no longer the notational repetition—and, thereby, the explication—of the wall but rather constitutes it. Flap and wall are one and the same. This greater economy produces, however, a graphic polysemy that frustrates our mental grasp of the whole.

To construct a four-sided spatial volume from the graphic evidence presented, therefore, we rotate the Sprengel sheet 180 degrees, from Blick A.
(View A) in right-side up position to Blick B (View B) in right-side up position. (One also notes the inversion of the stenciled letters—positive on negative; negative on positive.) What is a floor to the third and window walls in Blick A becomes, in Blick B, their ceiling. Further, the point at which the orthogonals of these three planes intersect (in other words, the corner) is both concave and convex in both Blick A and Blick B. Similarly, what would have been a ceiling to the second and first walls in Blick A—had not Lissitzky montaged a photographic fragment (the figure of a gallery “visitor” in so-called workers’ clothing) onto the sheet, thereby momentarily rescuing the design from its infinite oscillation—becomes, in Blick B, their floor. Again, the intersection of their orthogonals is both convex and concave in Blick A; in Blick B, it is concave only, saved from a simultaneous convexity only by virtue of the montaged figure. The Sprengel Museum’s presentation drawing thus constructs a space in which all coordinates and contours are undermined, a space that cannot be grasped as a coherent whole, not even through a sequential accumulation of views. Yve-Alain Bois has identified and brilliantly analyzed this oscillating effect of protension/retention, or plus/minus, or positive/negative in the Sprengel Museum’s sheet as the dominant characteristic of the artist’s Prouns as well.107

What, then, is the significance of Vertov’s epigrammatic invocation—by means of “oshchupuyval”—of a metaphorics of darkness or blindness in reporting to Lissitzky his experience of the Hannover Kabinett? For it would seem that such a metaphorics is particularly oxymoronic with regard to a space of brilliant illumination, both on the literal register of its natural or artificial lighting, and also more figuratively, in the sense of its dedication to enlightenment through sensory perception (although of a kind in which the traditional antithesis of optical and tactile is destroyed). Through his invocation of a metaphorics of darkness or blindness, Vertov acknowledges Lissitzky’s production of spatial destabilization in the Hannover Kabinett—the “ungraspable” character of its walls—as had Dorner, but reads its significance diversely. For the filmmaker, destabilization is not one of two terms in a theory of correspondence underpinned by a will to synthesis but is, rather, the key to the demonstration space’s primary achievement: its disorientation of its spectator and subsequent redirection of the spectator’s attention to the contingency of his or her corporealization. A significant paradox emerges here: the optische Dynamik corporealizes precisely by undoing one’s presumed bodily integrity. It is as if the tactile dimension of the demonstration space—the relief quality of the lath system—having been dematerialized by the optische Dynamik, is not so much negated altogether as it is rerouted to the visitor’s own body, which, in its sensory disorientation, takes that tactile dimension unto itself.

Thus elaborated, Vertov’s epigrammatic commentary opens up Lissitzky’s theory and practice of activation, fleshing out something of its phenomenological operation. “Oshchupuyval,” to put it bluntly, is Vertov’s response to the disorientation he experiences in the Hannover Kabinett, a disorientation
induced by *his own movement* in that space. What Vertov’s response seems to point out to his friend and colleague is that there exists a crucial underside to this process of activation: Lissitzky’s theory of activation is not, in other words, to be mistaken for a theory of mastery. To be activated, Vertov’s metaphors of darkness or blindness implies, is to be disoriented, corporeally undone.

Returning to the chiasmus with which this essay began—theater as exhibition, exhibition as theater—it is now possible to suggest that if the epic theater’s cardinal device for the activation of the spectator is interruption, that of the *Demonstrationsräume* is disorientation. As we have seen, the specific form this device takes in Lissitzky’s demonstration spaces is that of a visitor-triggered *optische Dynamik*. The sheer stridency of the Hannover design’s articulation of the thesis that it shares with that of the Dresden *Raum*—activation as sensory disorientation—is predicated on, and itself a reading of, the work accomplished by that earlier space. Further, if one may describe Lissitzky’s venture into the medium of exhibition design in the mid-1920s as a demonstration, it is a demonstration that refuses to cede reason to rationality or standardization to technocracy. As such, the *Demonstrationsräume* constitutes a crucial intervention within the history of constructivism, for it averts the danger that the latter’s certitude as to the necessarily progressive character of technological advance will careen into an unbridled submission to technocratic order and authority. It redirects the constituent elements of constructivism’s technological certitude toward the task of meeting the challenge laid out by, among others, Eisenstein—the production of an art of extreme cognition and extreme sensuality. In doing so, Lissitzky’s *Demonstrationsräume* opens a trajectory of major importance in the history of twentieth-century art, that of spaces explicitly dedicated to the production of the viewer’s disorientation. In a sense, it is the proliferation of such spaces in the postwar period that provides the historian with a critical language with which to acknowledge and unpack Lissitzky’s foundational contribution to this trajectory. Vertov’s epigrammatic commentary, in the elaborated form in which I have presented it, now affords that critical language, in turn, further historical texture and resonance.
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